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The Read and Talk to Learn (or RATTL) messages and key concepts were 

developed by a cross-sector group of Queensland speech pathologists in 2021. We know that 

parents, carers and families are often bombarded with many different messages around child 

development.  The purpose of the RATTL project is to develop a set of consistent early 

language and literacy messages that can be used and shared by clinicians and educators no 

matter which organisation they belong to.  

 

What IS important is the consistency of the language we use to talk about our communication development messages! 

RATTL has been through several stages of refinement including literature review, planning and workshops, further editing 

through PPASP (see below), and parent feedback. We would also like to acknowledge the University of Queensland speech 

pathology students on their work in creating the design and social media posts to accompany the RATTL content.  

We encourage you to take a look at the resources and where possible use consistent messaging in the work that you do around 

early language and literacy. So far, there is a:  

• Poster – the four key messages 

• Individual posters, one for each message 

• PowerPoint template for use by Speech Pathologists – this is editable, letting you add your organisation’s logo, use 

some of the slides, and edit the information you cover in the presentation.  Speech Pathologists - Please email us if you 

are interested in a copy.  

• Social media posts (to be released early 2022 on the RATTL Facebook page)  

  
 

Who developed RATTL?  

The RATTL messages and key concepts were developed by Promotion and Preventive Action in Speech Pathology (PPASP).  

PPASP is a Queensland cross-sector network of speech pathologists and aims to adopt promotion and prevention approaches in 

early years practice to improve communication outcomes for children to live, play and learn.  Members come from a range of 

sectors including Departments of Health, Education, and Youth Justice, private practice, community organisations, universities 

and Speech Pathology Australia representatives.  PPASP meet online twice a term, with actions that are both profession-facing 

and community-facing.  We also share resources, information, knowledge, and networks.   

Please feel free to get in contact should you have any feedback about the material or project, or if you would like to know more 

about PPASP by emailing:  

Kym Dunstan or Helen Smith  

Centre for Children’s Health and Wellbeing, Children’s Health 

Queensland Hospital and Health Service (CHQ)  
PPASP@health.qld.gov.au  

  

 

Don’t forget about the RATTL Facebook page: www.facebook.com/rattl.page “Read and Talk to Learn (RATTL)”.  

This is designed for families and others interested in early language and literacy strategies and ideas.  

Please follow the page and in the new year feel free to share any posts! 
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